Remarkably versatile
software for global
trading

iress.com/ordersystem

Work your way
with the industry’s
most versatile trading
software
When it comes to finding a competitive edge,
every trading firm wants to work their own way.
That’s not easy if your software is ‘one size fits all’.
Iress offers the industry’s most versatile trading and order management
system.
Designed to help you trade your way across the entire order lifecycle,
Iress Order System is a complete, configurable trading system.
Start with a full suite of functionality, from pre-trade risk management, to
order routing and execution, to post-trade handling.
Take advantage of low-latency direct market connectivity and
high-capacity FIX.
Connect to the world’s major exchanges, market data feeds and trading
hubs.
And deliver a higher level of performance on robust, scalable and
remarkably versatile technology.
Visit iress.com to find out how Iress and Order System can help
you work your way, trade smarter and achieve more.

One system
Everything you need
to trade at your best
From trading, to market data and connectivity,
across front office trading to middle and back
office processing, our trading and market data
software can help you do it all, and do it better.

Connected to
market data from
160+ global
exchanges

Robust pre-trade
risk management

Automated order
routing &
execution
management

Fast order entry
& execution

Global order
management
and workflow

Complete
post-trade
processing

Market Maker
& RSP, together

Configurable risk
tools, audit trails
& alerts

Engineered for
efficiency

Built on scalable,
distributed
architecture

Supported by a
global workforce
of 2200+

Built for better
performance

How it works:

Multi Asset

Trading Venues

Third Party
EMS
Extensive Pre-Trade Risk Management
Counterparties
Brokers and RSPs
Dynamic Order Routing Logic
Iress Pro
EMS
In-Depth API

Inbound
FIX Orders

Reporting
APA ARM

Global Market Data

Middle / Back Office

Custodian/PB

Built for better
performance
Trade smarter
Streamline high and low touch trading workflows with simple to complex
order routing to multiple brokers and destinations.

Manage pre-trade risk
Ensure your risk checks are where they need to be with automatic
pre-trade risks and holistic client checks.

Focus on the bigger picture
Give your traders and management the filtering tools and dynamic
alerts they need to concentrate on what’s really important.

Simplify your audit trails
Track issues and simplify reporting with clear and comprehensive audit
trails.

Run high performance middle and back offices
Integrate your Iress trading software with your middle and back offices
to reduce errors, increase straight through processing capability and
deliver more value for your clients..

Trading software
built for better
performance.
Around the world, thousands of traders,
investment and asset managers, wealth
managers, financial advisers, lenders and
brokers choose our software
to help run smarter businesses, aim higher and
achieve more.
We started in Australia in 1993. Today we’re a
growing team of 2200+ people across APAC,
Europe, Africa and North America, building the
software and infrastructure to help the financial
service industry perform at its best.

Find out more at iress.com

